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Dr. King will give a presentation on the FEMA funded survey that is being 
conducted in the waters off Little Beach.  He will cover what is being done 
and why; any data collected to date; and what BSFD could potentially use 
the final data for when the project is completed.  

Dr. King plans on having the final report completed in about 10 months.  
The final report will provide data that could be used to develop strategies 
for protecting the shoreline at Little Beach. This will involve applying for 
future grant.  Dr. King is not responsible for implementing any future 
plans or resolving any current issues, but he will likely provide guidance.
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Project tasks

Baseline characterization of the Little Beach study area including shoreline and subtidal mapping, groundtruthing of maps, and a study of waves, tides, and currents.

Produce a model of beach erosion and sediment transport for the study area.

Propose and evaluate possible engineering solutions to mitigate beach erosion and mitigate and evaluate storm damage within the study area.







LiDAR Studies









































































Side Scan Sonar Studies













































Little beach
coastal erosion model
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Introduction: Overview

Location & Vulnerability:



Little Beach is in Bonnet Shores, southern Rhode Island, near Narragansett.



It is susceptible to coastal flooding due to factors such as storms, rising sea levels, and coastal erosion.



Interplay of rising sea levels and coastal storms may exacerbate flooding and erosion.
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Study Area: Little Beach







1- Previous works are done on flow around an object and the free surface condition was not considered

2- the  
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Introduction: Overview

Data Gathering

Deploying buoy at the shown spot

Predictive Modeling

Use modeling to understand erosion and deposition processes.

Determine the feasibility of engineering solutions.

Baseline Studies

Understand sediment transport dynamics, including seaweed movement.

Study wave heights and circulation patterns.

Develop a specific circulation and sediment transport model for the area.

Predictive Model Development

Create a model for the lower section of the west passage, from Bonnet Point to north of the URI Bay campus.

Focus on simulating coastal erosion dynamics for better decision-making.

Disaster Preparedness

Conduct baseline studies to characterize the area before any potential disaster.

This allows for accurate damage assessment and aids in securing federal funding for mitigation efforts.











1- Previous works are done on flow around an object and the free surface condition was not considered

2- the  
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Wave and Wind Data: Collecting Data

Device: Sofar Spotter



	Specifications



External Dimension: 		42 cm × 42 cm

Weight:			7.45 kg

Wave Frequency Range:	0.03 – 1 Hz

Wave Direction Resolution:	0 – 360 Degrees

Sampling Rate:		2.5 Hz



Deployed in Bonnet Shores

Approximate Location

41.48729 ° N

71.41641° W

		



Spotter Buoy SPOT-31104C







1- When several objects interact with a hydrodynamic field, the resulting forces on the objects, and vortex shedding patterns can be very different compared with those around a single object due to interaction of the wakes around multiple objects.
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Preliminary Design: SWAN Model

Bathymetry: Used DEM Global Mosaic data for the initial modeling stage.

SWAN Model Setup: Configured based on bathymetry and topography data.

		Origin Point X (Longitude Degree)		-71.9

		Origin Point Y (Latitude Degree)		+41.0

		Model Resolution In X Direction (Degree)		0.00348077

		Model Resolution In X Direction (Meter)		396.02

		Model Resolution In Y Direction (Degree)		0.00210393

		Model Resolution In Y Direction (Meter)		281.34

		Number of Mesh In X Direction 		200

		Number of Mesh In Y Direction		400



SWAN Model Information



Bathymetry





1- (e.g., air-sea interaction, turbulence)

2- hydrostatic pressure law, 1-D or 2-D approximation (computation costs)

	wave diffraction, runup, and reflection are note simulated in spectral wave models

3- (computation costs)

4- for the purpose of calibration/validation (several data collecting organizations such as NOAA, USACE, USGS, and NERACOOS are collecting data in offshore areas, away from coastal zones

4- coastal erosion and coastal resilience purpose 
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SWAN Model Checking

Two scenarios were considered: 

Scenario 1: Wind from a 45° Nautical Direction

Scenario 2: Wave from a 180° Nautical Direction

Scenario 1 Results

Employed equations from the SHORE PROTECTION MANUAL for validation (Eq. 1 and 2)

Uniform steady wind speed of 20.0 m/s with direction of 45° to nautical

Computed significant wave height from empirical equation: 1.14 meters.

SWAN model's derived significant wave height: 1.18 meters.

Bathymetry

				Equation 1

				Equation 2
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Preliminary Design: SWAN Model Checking

Two scenarios were considered: 

Scenario 1: Wind from a 45° Nautical Direction

Scenario 2: Wave from a 180° Nautical Direction



Scenario 2 Results:

Simulated Hurricane Irene using data from the Wave Information Study (WIS) Data Portal.

Observed significant wave height from Rhode Island Regional Sediment Management (RI RSM): Around 4 meters.

SWAN model's derived significant wave height at the Center Station: 3.6 meters with a 10% error due to the absence of wind surface boundary condition.

Bathymetry
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2- hydrostatic pressure law, 1-D or 2-D approximation (computation costs)

	wave diffraction, runup, and reflection are note simulated in spectral wave models

3- (computation costs)
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Preliminary Design: XBeach 

Simulation & Model Introduction:

Utilization of the XBeach model to simulate:

Nearshore hydrodynamics

Sediment transportation

Coastal erosion



Topo/Bathymetry:

Data Source:

CUDEM dataset used for initial modeling step 

Focus on Ninth Arc-Second Resolution Bathymetric-Topographic Tiles

Specifications:

Projection: UTM

Datum: NAD83

File Format: GeoTIFF

Output Resolution: 3.00 Meters

Vertical Datum: NAVD88





1- (e.g., air-sea interaction, turbulence)

2- hydrostatic pressure law, 1-D or 2-D approximation (computation costs)

	wave diffraction, runup, and reflection are note simulated in spectral wave models

3- (computation costs)

4- for the purpose of calibration/validation (several data collecting organizations such as NOAA, USACE, USGS, and NERACOOS are collecting data in offshore areas, away from coastal zones

4- coastal erosion and coastal resilience purpose 
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Preliminary Design: Xbeach 

Preparation for Xbeach



Localized domain aligned with the coastal shoreline

MATLAB script used to process and localize the data 

Bathymetry values positive down by XBeach default; adjustment made for positive data



Data Correction for Bathymetry



Issue: Rapid variations in bathymetry data caused model instability

Solution: Employed a smoothing technique

Used low-pass Butterworth filter on the data

Specified filter parameters including cutoff frequency, sampling frequency, normalized cutoff, and filter order

Comparison of original vs. smoothed data shown in Figure



MATLAB Visualization of the Topo/Bathymetry Data



Data Smoothing





1- (e.g., air-sea interaction, turbulence)

2- hydrostatic pressure law, 1-D or 2-D approximation (computation costs)

	wave diffraction, runup, and reflection are note simulated in spectral wave models

3- (computation costs)

4- for the purpose of calibration/validation (several data collecting organizations such as NOAA, USACE, USGS, and NERACOOS are collecting data in offshore areas, away from coastal zones
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